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The Construction of Fort Negley: the Civil War Era 
 

On December 10, 2004 the Fort Negley site in Nashville, Tennessee opened to the public, 

resurrected as a city park for the second time in its 142-year existence. Named after Union 

General James Scott Negley, commander of 6000 troops in Nashville in the summer of 1862, 

Fort Negley was the core and most formidable component of an elaborate defensive system built 

by the Union Army after Federal troops occupied Nashville in 1862.1 James St. Clair Morton, a 

West Point-trained civil engineer, designed the dry-laid stone fort that crowns Saint Cloud Hill, 

one of the highest elevations in the city.     

Fort Negley’s historical story lies in its design and construction history, not in its military 

engagements. While numerous secondary sources state that Fort Negley fired the opening shots 

in the Battle of Nashville in December 1864, Fort Negley was never attacked during the war, 

perhaps because it was “a very imposing fort, and its appearance alone would keep an enemy at 

good distance.”2   For park visitors, the fort’s complex star design is its most striking feature 

(Figure 1), and even Nashville residents are surprised to learn that Fort Negley was the largest 

inland masonry fortification constructed during the Civil War.3 

The fort’s history can be classified into three major periods: the initial construction of the 

fortification during the Civil War, a reconstruction of the fort by the Works Progress 

Administration (WPA), and the development of visitor facilities to reopen the fort as a historic 

                                                 

1. Mark Mayo Boatner, The Civil War Dictionary, Rev. ed.(New York, N.Y.: McKay, 1988), 584; 
Hickerson-Fowlkes, Inc., Architects and others, "Fort Negley Master Plan: For Metropolitan Government of 
Nashville and Davidson County, Tennessee," (Nashville, TN: Nashville Room, Nashville Public Library, 1996), 2. 

2.May 15, 1865, Tower to Thomas. United States. War Dept. and others, The War of the Rebellion: A 
Compilation of the Official Records of the Union and Confederate Armies(Washington,: Govt. Print. Off., 1880), 
Vol. 49, Pt. 2, 775-777. 

3. Hickerson-Fowlkes and others, 2. 
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park.  After the Civil War, the Union army occupied the fort until 1867 when it became the 

short-lived meeting place for the Ku Klux Klan.4 Ownership of the land on which the fort stood 

reverted to the heirs of Judge John Overton, its original owner. 5 In 1926, Nashville’s Board of 

Park Commissioners approved the purchase of the fort from Overton’s heirs for $20,000.6 The 

WPA began reconstructing the fort in 1934, and the city opened the site as a municipal park in 

1940 (Figure 2). Five years later, the city closed the fort for repairs, designating the site an 

“undeveloped park.”7 The fort remained closed and untouched until the early 1990s when the 

parks department removed shrubs and trees from the fort’s walls.  The vegetation removal 

caused numerous “blow outs” of the fort’s stone walls as the roots that had essentially held the 

dry-stacked walls together rotted and water infiltration loosened the stones from their settings 

(Figure 3). A pilot effort to rebuild and stabilize several sections the fort’s walls using modern 

building practices was unsuccessful.8   

                                                 

4. Leland R. Johnson, The Parks of Nashville : A History of the Board of Parks and Recreation (Nashville, 
TN: Metropolitan Nashville and Davidson County, Board of Parks and Recreation, 1986), 6-7; Bobby L. Lovett, 
"Nashville's Fort Negley: A Symbol of Blacks' Involvement with the Union Army," Tennessee Historical Quarterly 
41, no. 1 (1982): 20. 

 5. An undated anonymous note in the Fort Negley Vertical File in the Nashville Room of the Nashville 
Public Library states, “around 1800, Overton and his brother Thomas purchased a considerable amount of land in 
Davidson County” and suggests that Overton likely purchased Saint Cloud Hill at this time. An 1831 map shows 
Thomas Overton’s tract immediately west of Saint Cloud Hill, and the 1889 and 1908 plat maps of Nashville show 
that Overton’s heirs subdivided this land.     

6. Johnson, 118. The city neglected the fort until 1926 when Nashville’s Board of Park Commissioners met 
in a special meeting to discuss the purchase of the fort from the Fargason Estate, approving a $20,000 bond issue to 
cover the purchase. The 1908 plat map of Nashville lists Annie B. Snowden as the owner of the 56 acres that 
includes Saint Cloud Hill. Snowden was a granddaughter of John Overton, and her grandchildren are the minor 
Fargarson heirs named on the 1928 deed for city’s purchase of the property;  Nashville Board of Parks, "Minutes of 
the Commissioners' Meetings, Volume 3, 1918-1928," p. 327, Nashville, TN. 

7. Metropolitan Government of Nashville and Davidson County, Tennessee, "Fort Negley, 2004," Tourist 
information rack card announcing the re-opening of Fort Negley, Nashville. Hickerson-Fowlkes and others, 4.  

8.Hickerson-Fowlkes and others, 40-41; Inc. Hickerson-Fowlkes, Architects and others, "Invitation to Bid 
Including Contract Documents for Fort Negley Stabilization and Restoration, Nashville, Tennessee, a Construction 
Project," (Nashville: Metropolitan Government of Nashville and Davidson County Division of Purchases, 1996). 
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 The fort’s crumbling walls symbolize the culmination of nineteenth-century military 

defensive engineering, the forced labor of Nashville’s free blacks and slaves who were impressed 

by the army to erect the defenses of Nashville, and the “make-work” projects of the Great 

Depression and New Deal. Park visitors commonly ask which sections of the stone walls were 

constructed during the Civil War or by the WPA,9 but there are no systematic studies of this 

question.10  While a considerable body of literature exists on the social history of occupied 

Nashville and the 1864 Battle of Nashville,11 only one published article has addressed any aspect 

of how the fort was originally built.  In 1982, Bobby Lovett published an article in the Tennessee 

Historical Quarterly on the Union army’s use of black laborers to construct Fort Negley and 

established its construction date as 1862.12 But Lovett’s purpose was to describe the presence 

and numbers of blacks involved in the fort’s construction rather than to document what part of 

the fort was built first or where the stone was mined.  Similarly, there are no published studies 

describing the WPA reconstruction, even though Fort Negley is listed on the National Register of 

                                                                                                                                                             

From 1995-2004, the author served on various professional teams that planned, designed, and administered the 
construction of visitor facilities at the Fort Negley Historic Park. 

9. Krista Castillo, Director, Fort Negley Visitors Center, personal communication, 18 January 2009.     

10. In 1992, a Civil War expert toured Fort Negley and offered his opinion that at least half of the visible 
stonework dates to the Civil War based on a brief visual inspection. Renee Elder, "Expert Dates Fort Negley Stone: 
Traces 50% to Civil War Period," Nashville Tennessean, April 10, 1992. 

11. For example, Walter T. Durham, Nashville, the Occupied City : 1862-1863, 1st ed.(Knoxville: 
University of Tennessee Press, 2008); Walter T. Durham, Reluctant Partners : Nashville and the Union, 1863-1865, 
1st ed.(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 2008); James A. Hoobler and George N. Barnard, Cities under the 
Gun : Images of Occupied Nashville and Chattanooga(Nashville, TN: Rutledge Hill Press, 1986); Stanley Fitzgerald 
Horn, The Decisive Battle of Nashville(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1956); Bobby L. Lovett, 
"The Negro's Civil War in Tennessee, 1861-1865," The Journal of Negro History 61, no. 1 (1976); Bobby L. Lovett, 
The African-American History of Nashville, Tennessee, 1780-1930 : Elites and Dilemmas, Black Community 
Studies (Fayetteville: University of Arkansas Press, 1999); James L. McDonough, Nashville : The Western 
Confederacy's Final Gamble, 1st ed.(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 2004). 

12. Lovett, "Nashville's Fort Negley: A Symbol of Blacks' Involvement with the Union Army." 
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Historic Places as a significant WPA site.13  Moreover, the nature and locations of wall repairs 

are documented only in construction specifications and unpublished reports and have not been 

recorded on a plan of the structure.14 

 The Fort Negley Historic Park needs a construction history of the fort to understand, 

interpret, and conserve this historical structure.  Previous archaeological excavations at the fort 

site would have benefitted from such a narrative, and future stabilization and repairs to sections 

of the walls benefit from knowing when the wall sections were constructed.15 The remainder of 

this essay represents an initial attempt to address this need by chronicling Fort Negley’s 

construction in the Civil War period.  Compiled from archival materials available in Nashville, 

the narrative responds to a recommendation in the park’s master plan to ascertain the types, 

quantities, and locations of archival sources available for this site and forms a baseline for 

additional research in out-of-state repositories.16    

                                                 

13. "Fort Negley National Register of Historic Places Nomination," (Nashville: Tennessee Historical 
Commission, 1975). 

14. Hickerson-Fowlkes and others, "Invitation to Bid Including Contract Documents for Fort Negley 
Stabilization and Restoration, Nashville, Tennessee, a Construction Project." 

15. Lawrence Alexander, Hanan Browning, and Carl Kutruff, "Phase II Archaeological Investigation of 
Fort Negley Proposed Flagpole Installation Site, Davidson County, Tennessee," (Wildwood, GA: Alexander 
Archaeological Consultants, Inc., 2007); Allen IV, Daniel Sumner  and Kevin E. Smith, "Report of Archaeological 
Monitoring and Data Recovery for Fort Negley Park Improvements (40dv189), Nashville, Davidson County, 
Tennessee," (Murfreesboro, TN: Cumberland Research Group, Inc., 2005); Jack R. Bergstresser, Sr., Shari D. 
Moore, and Susan L. Nielsen, "Fort Negley 130 Years Later: An Archaeological Assessment," (Tuscaloosa, AL: 
Panamerican Consultants, Inc., 1994); DuVall and Associates, Inc.,, "Report of 1999 Investigations at Fort Negley: 
Tennessee Archaeological Site 40dv189, a Federal Army Civil War Period Military Site in Davidson County, 
Tennessee," (Nashville, Tennessee: Metropolitan Board of Parks and Recreation, 2000); Hickerson-Fowlkes and 
others, "Fort Negley Master Plan: For Metropolitan Government of Nashville and Davidson County, Tennessee."; 
Inc. Moody-Nolan and others, "Project Manual Phase I Fort Negley Historical Park Improvements, Nashville, 
Tennessee Metro Proj. No. 80pr440a," (Nashville: Moody-Nolan, Inc., 2004). 

16. This research results from a comprehensive search of the Tennessee State Library and Archives, 
Tennessee Division of Archaeology, Tennessee Historical Commission, Metropolitan Historical Commission of 
Nashville and Davidson County, Metropolitan Archives of Nashville and Davidson County, Nashville Room 
collections in Nashville and Davidson County Public Library, and the Tennessee State Museum. Hickerson-Fowlkes 
and others, "Fort Negley Master Plan: For Metropolitan Government of Nashville and Davidson County, 
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 The historical record is clear on why the Union army constructed defenses in Nashville. 

Tennessee was the last state to secede from the Union in June 1861.  On February 25, 1862 

Federal forces under command of General Don Carlos Buell arrived in Nashville, giving 

Nashville the distinction of being the first Confederate state capital taken by the Union army. 

During the occupation, Federal troops transformed Nashville, which had a strong river trade, 

macadamized turnpikes, and a network of rail lines, into a strategic forward operating base for 

supplying the war zone between the Mississippi River and the Appalachian mountains. Almost 

immediately after President Lincoln appointed him Military Governor of Tennessee in March 

1862, Senator Andrew Johnson began to pressure Secretary of War Edward Stanton to fortify 

Nashville. Johnson understood that control of Nashville was critical for conquering the southern 

interior states, and Nashville had no forts or other defensive installations. When General Buell 

pulled out of Nashville in the late summer of 1862 to go to Shiloh, he realized that Nashville was 

still without defensive structures and would be undermanned.17  

 On August 6, 1862 Buell ordered Captain James St. Clair Morton, Chief Engineer in the 

Army of the Ohio, to “go at once to Nashville and select sites and give plans and instructions for 

redoubts to protect the city.”  Buell’s communiqué to Morton also instructed, “These works must 

                                                                                                                                                             

Tennessee," 69. A letter included in a landscape study of Fort Negley suggests that the papers of Fort Negley’s 
architect, James St. Clair Morton, may be in Pennsylvania, and other papers related to Morton may be at the United 
States Military Academy at West Point. Huhta to Martin, July 21, 1980. In Miller, Wihry, and Lee, Inc., "Fort 
Negley Park: A Study for the Metropolitan Historical Commission," (Nashville, TN: Miller, Wihry, and Lee, Inc., 
1980). Cities under the Gun, Hoobler notes that other photographs of occupied Nashville are at the “United States 
Military Institute at Carlisle Barracks, the Chicago Historical Society, the Western Reserve Historical Society, and 
more at the National Archives. Hoobler and Barnard, 9. 

17. George Rollie Adams and Ralph Jerry Christian, Nashville : A Pictorial History, Rev. ed.(Virginia 
Beach, VA: Donning Co., 1988), 31; Hoobler and Barnard, 19; Lovett, "Nashville's Fort Negley: A Symbol of 
Blacks' Involvement with the Union Army," 3-4; Allan Reed Millett and Peter Maslowski, For the Common 
Defense: A Military History of the United States of America(New York, London: Free Press; Collier Macmillan, 
1984), 177; United States. War Dept. and others, Vol. 16, Pt. 2, 242-243. 
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all be practical and as simple as possible in the beginning, so that they can be constructed with 

the greatest promptness and occupied immediately by a small force.  They can then be elaborated 

on and made more formidable. Start the works at once, the most important first. The 

commanding officer will call in slave labor on it.”18  

 Morton proceeded to comply with Buell’s orders, writing on August 13, 1862, “St 

Cloud’s Hill will be secure against any attack except regular approaches and investment” and 

reporting that worked started on the hill that same morning.19  Morton’s report provides no 

insight into why he designed an elaborate fortification for Saint Cloud Hill, especially since 

Buell had warned him to make the defenses simple and practical.  As a seasoned and well-trained 

engineer, Morton knew that his design for a three-tiered complex star masonry fortification 

would be a time-consuming construction job, especially since the construction site was a steep 

slope.  How then could Morton build such a complex structure quickly?  The answer is that he 

planned on using a very large work crew. Morton called for the commandant of the city to supply 

a labor force of a thousand slaves who would begin work immediately.  But by the morning of 

August 13, the day construction was to commence, Morton had received only 150 slave workers 

and no tools or teams.  Morton’s construction of Fort Negley was behind schedule before work 

had even started, and Morton made sure that his superiors knew what was caused the delay.  In 

his August 13 report Morton wrote, “I am not responsible for any delay the general may remark 

                                                 

18. United States. War Dept. and others, Vol. 16, pt. 2, 268; Ezra J. Warner and Robert Allen Ragland, 
Generals in Blue : Lives of the Union Commanders([Baton Rouge]: Louisiana State University Press, 1964), 366-
367. Morton, a West Point graduate, became the Chief Engineer in June 1862. 

19. Morton to Fry, August 13, 1862. United States. War Dept. and others, Vol. 16, pt. 2, 326-327. 
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upon. I made requisition for 1,000 negroes, with tools, &c., without loss of time. My 

arrangements are in advance of the labor furnished.”20   

 Eventually Morton received the labor force he needed to construct the fort quickly. The 

army used the labor of more than 6,000 soldiers and black workers to construct Nashville’s 

defensive earthworks and fortifications.  This labor force included over 2,000 free blacks and 

slaves. Nashville had a large free black population that included many skilled workers, and the 

Union army impressed this population into service, rounding up strong black men and women 

during church services and marching them to work on Saint Cloud Hill.21  All told, the workers 

moved 62,500 cubic feet of stone and 18,000 cubic yards of dirt to construct the 600-feet long by 

300-feet wide fort on Saint Cloud Hill.22   

 Fort Negley’s footprint, characterized by bastions and sharp-angled salients, is typical of 

what is known in fortification design as a “star fort.” Star forts were built in North America well 

before the Civil War. The oldest permanent masonry fortification in North America, the Castillo 

de San Marcos in St. Augustine, Florida, is a star-shaped fort built by the Spanish in 1672-

1695.23 The seventeenth-century French military strategist Sebastien LePrestre de Vauban 

advanced and standardized the military engineering principles of the geometric star fort design.24  

Fort McHenry in Baltimore, Maryland, made famous by Francis Scott Key’s penning of the Star 

                                                 

20. Ibid. 

21. Lovett, "Nashville's Fort Negley: A Symbol of Blacks' Involvement with the Union Army," 8-9. 

22. Ibid.: 14. 

23. William R. Adams, St. Augustine and St. Johns County : A Historical Guide, 1st ed.(Sarasota, Fla.: 
Pineapple Press, 2009), 10. 

24. Ibid.: 6-10; Sébastien Le Prestre de Vauban, A Manual of Siegecraft and Fortification(Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 1968). 
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Spangled Banner offshore from the fort during the War of 1812, is also a star fortress and 

typifies the cover and cross-fire advantages of the style.  Constructed in the shape of a five-

pointed star, each of the five diamond-shaped bastions at Fort McHenry can be seen from a 

neighboring bastion which allows the bastions to cover each other and requires fewer men to 

cover all sides of the fort.25   

 While he was at West Point, Morton was a student of the famous nineteenth-century civil 

engineer Dennis Hart Mahan. Mahan intensively studied French field fortifications and Vauban’s 

principles of seigecraft and fortification geometry, and his books on fortification design are 

essentially “how-to” guides for fort building.26 A former Union soldier’s firsthand account of 

Fort Negley’s construction is congruent with Mahan’s instructions per wall thickness, height, and 

construction.  This account also provides a construction sequence for Fort Negley.  

There was first an excavation for the intervallation of the crown of the whole hill 
by walls, the material taken out being quarried lime stone and earth. In this trench 
which may have been ten feet wide and as deep, were then laid the rocks to a 
height of perhaps ten feet above the surface, making a wall of rock 20 feet high. 
This was then covered with earth to the height of the fort walls when completed.  
Earth for this was taken from an outside ditch or moat. Protected angles were 
prepared for the guns, and a bomb proof magazine within the works, for the 
ammunition. This bomb proof was excavated, and covered with timbers, railroad 
iron (T rails), rock and earth. Then erected the main work, to the right, facing 
south.27 

 

                                                 

25. David Russell Wright, “Civil War Field Fortifications : An Analysis of Theory and Practical 
Applications” (Masters Middle Tennessee State University, 1982), 57. 

26.Ibid., 10. D. H. Mahan, A Treatise on Field Fortification : Containing Instructions on the Methods of 
Laying out, Constructing, Defending, and Attacking Intrenchments, with the General Outlines Also of the 
Arrangement, the Attack and Defence of Permanent Fortifications, 3rd ed.(New York: John Wiley, 1856), 136. 

27. "Down South in Dixie," The Penny Press, May 16, 1895. 
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 Mahan instructed that permanent fortifications should be constructed of brick and stone 

because of their ability to withstand the elements, and Morton’s choice to use limestone quarried 

on the site follows these specifications. During the war, Army engineers learned from practical 

experience that masonry fortifications would not withstand rifled artillery assault.28 For example, 

Fortress Rosecrans in Murfreesboro, Tennessee was also designed by Morton, but this defense, 

built in 1863 after Fort Negley, is a large earthen work fortification rather than a masonry 

structure.29 

 Like modern engineers and architects, civil engineers in the nineteenth-century devoted 

considerable time to design development when planning permanent fortifications.30  Since 

Morton was ready to begin construction of Fort Negley within seven days of Buell’s orders, he 

had likely developed the design for such a large and complexly-designed fort structure at an 

earlier date. He is also likely to have had paper plans or written instructions to guide the 

construction crew given the complexity of his design and the large work force he envisioned; but 

archival repositories in Nashville do not contain Morton’s notes or construction plans for Fort 

Negley, and such plans may not be extant.  

 Morton was ready to begin constructing Fort Negley on August 13, 1862.  On December 

16, 1862, the Nashville Banner reported that Fort Negley was finished. An unpublished diary 

entry for October 18, 1862 by Sergeant John H. Ferguson, an Illinois soldier garrisoned in 

Nashville from mid-October 1862 to July 1863, describes the intensity of activity that must have 

                                                 

28. David Russell Wright, “Civil War Field Fortifications : An Analysis of Theory and Practical 
Applications” (Middle Tennessee State University, 1982), 16. 

29. Edwin C. Bearss, "The History of Fortress Rosecrans, 1960," Stones River National Military Park 
Research Report, p. 2, Murfreesboro, Tenn. 

30.Wright, “Civil War Field Fortifications : An Analysis of Theory and Practical Applications”, 12.  
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characterized the months during which the fort was constructed. “All the neagors in town barbers 

and all are pressed in to work on the fort and all citizens are pressed in to work with there teems 

both in town and county all the regimentle teems are imployed to work halling timber and rick 

and such like.”31 An image at the Tennessee State Library and Archives of the construction of 

Fort Negley shows long lines of mule teams on the slope of Saint Cloud Hill (Figure 4). 

Firsthand accounts indicate that guns were in place on Saint Cloud Hill and were firing at 

Confederate forces scarcely two months after construction began, and a sketch of Fort Negley 

published in October 1862 in Harper’s Weekly depicts what appears to be a completed fort by 

that time (Figure 5).32   

 With the exterior structure of the fortification essentially completed by October 1862, 

Fort Negley could be occupied.  On October 18, 1862, Ferguson made a diary entry describing 

the first day that soldiers occupied the fort interior. This was also the day that a telegraph line 

was brought into to Fort Negley. Ferguson wrote that a telegraph wire was “put up after night 

from the fort to Gen. Negleys headquarters and branches running to Gen. Morgans head quarters 

also to Palmers” and at the end of the day, the “four right companys” of his regiment put up their 

tents inside the fort. 

 On November 4, 1862 Ferguson drew a detailed sketch of Fort Negley complete with a 

legend and description of the fort’s features (Figure 6). Ferguson’s plan drawing of Fort Negley 

has a very similar outline and relative dimensions to that of the army’s 1864 plan drawing of the 

                                                 

31. John Hill Ferguson, "John Hill Ferguson Civil War Diaries, 1862-1865," Nashville, TN. Ferguson’s 
diary contains many descriptions of the places he visited in Nashville including an interesting firsthand account of a 
church service for the soldiers at Nashville’s Downtown Presbyterian Church, a structure designed by the architect 
of Tennessee’s State Capitol building, William Strickland. 

32. Durham, Nashville, the Occupied City : 1862-1863, 125; Hoobler and Barnard; Stanley Fitzgerald 
Horn, The Decisive Battle of Nashville(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1968). 
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fort (Figure 7), but, Ferguson’s sketch and narrative contain details about the fort construction 

that the official plan does not show and that the Official Records do not convey. Ferguson’s 

sketch shows existing and proposed gun placements and sizes. An earlier diary entry describes 

how the army hauled two 64-pound Confederate guns up from the Cumberland River and 

installed them at the fort.  The Confederates had shipped the guns before Union forces occupied 

Nashville. When the guns arrived in Nashville, the Union forces commandeered them.33  

 Ferguson’s narrative accompanying his sketch relates that the fort’s plans call for 

installation of cisterns. Archaeological excavations confirmed the location of the cisterns near 

the center of the inner works, or stockade.34  Ferguson describes the first attempt to fill the 

cisterns. The “fiar company of Nashville under took to fill our Sisterns in the fort by forceing 

watter up the hill with 2 Ingines through gumalastie hoos [hose] but the presure was 2 great, the 

hoos would burst before the watter would reach the Sisterns the worked the bigest part of the day 

then gave it up for a bad job.”35  Ferguson’s diary also provides clues to previously unknown 

archaeological features at Fort Negley including an unfinished 200-foot deep well being drilled 

“through solid rock by horse power.”  On November 4, 1862 Ferguson wrote that the drillers had 

reached a depth of 60 feet, and that the well was only 5 inches wide at the top. While the army’s 

1864 plan drawing of Fort Negley shows cisterns in the same location as Ferguson sketched 

them, the army plan does not show a well (Figure 7).   

 On November 4, 1862, Ferguson wrote in his diary that “plans call for cisterns.” 

Ferguson’s phrasing supports the idea that construction plans existed a priori for Fort Negley. 

                                                 

33. Ferguson.Diary entry for October 19, 1862. 

34. Bergstresser, Moore, and Nielsen, 32-33. 

35. Ferguson.Diary entry for January 5, 1863. 
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The army made a plan drawing of the fort, but drawing carries a date of 1864, two years after 

Morton’s labor forces constructed the fortification, so it could not have been what Morton used 

to design the fort. If the 1864 plan drawing is not a blueprint for the fort, then what is it?  

Perhaps it was drawn as an “as built,” a common form drawing in the construction trade that 

represents the measurements of a constructed structure.36 But the plan drawing omits the 

flagpole, a prominent feature in George Barnard’s 1864 photographs of Fort Negley (Figure 8), 

and other images of the fort that show flagpole over 60 feet tall. The omission of the flagpole on 

an engineering drawing that otherwise contains elaborate detail, such as the location of the 

cisterns, raises questions about the assumption that the drawing exactly represents the fort as it 

was in 1864.  The plan drawing also omits a wooden structure shown along the north face of the 

fort in a photographic carte de visite from circa 1865 (Figure 9), but the army could have added 

that feature after the photograph was taken. For now, the army’s plan drawing remains a puzzle 

since we have not found surveyors calls or other explanatory notes that provide insight into what 

the drawing represents.  

 Ferguson’s diary is rich with details about features of Fort Negley that do not appear in 

any known photographs or other written descriptions. On November 4, 1862 Ferguson described 

the fort’s sally port and wrote that it will have an iron gate when completed.  He described the 

tree near the center of the fort that served as the lookout post as also having the dual function of 

carrying the telegraph wire over the works. According to his description, the workers had 

completed the stockade by this time, using timbers that were two feet square and that rose twelve 

feet above the ground surface.  Ferguson described the tiered bastions on the south slope of Saint 

                                                 

36. Blueprints are pre-designed plans for a structure and may not represent the actual measurements of the 
structure once it is built. 
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Cloud Hill that were positioned to protect the railroad. “These out side points are about 14 feet 

high on the extreme point and about 6 inches on the inside corners on the out side. The fall of the 

hill makes the differences as the walls are about level on top on the inside.  They are filled up 

with rock and dirt within 4 to 4 ½ feet of the top all around.”   

 Ferguson’s diary entries described the tunnels running through the center of the walls into 

the bastions allowing the infantry to move securely into them, and provided construction details 

for the inner parapets, estimating that the walls are about twelve feet on the outside and four feet 

high on the inside and describing walls faced on both sides with “hewed rock” and then “filled 

up with dirt some 3 or 4 feet above the walls along the center of the walls.”37 Overall, Ferguson’s 

1862 description of the fort is very similar to the 1865 description of the fort included in the 

Official Records. 

It is a complex fort.  Within stands a square stockade twelve feet high with 
flanking projections on each face. It is surrounded by a redoubt essentially square, 
with redan projections on the east and west sites.  Its parapets are heavy, and the 
scarps were walled with dry stone, over which, however, the earth of the 
embankment falls so as to give a continuous slope. On the south are two bastions, 
the flaks of which join to the south face of the main work, as a curtain, thus 
forming a bastion front. Each bastion has two interior intrenchments rising in 
stages, which are themselves small bastion fronts, the bastions being small bomb-
proofs loop-holed, flaking the interior ditch, and with infantry and artillery fire to 
the exterior.  These small bomb-proofs are surround nearly to the height of the 
loop=holes by a parapet with low, dry stone scarps. Immediately below the main 
parapet to the east and west are outer parapets about nine feet thick, apparently for 
infantry, with sharp salients and dry stone scarps. They connect on the north side 
with the main work and on the south side with the bastion front.  Near the 
entrance in one of the salients is a bomb-proof, loop-holed, which flanks the 
gateway front, serves as a guard-house, and as a keep to the east star-shaped 
outwork.  The main work connects with each of the outworks by two open 
passages without gates, wide enough for artillery.  Within this work are two 
casemates of timber, covered on the slope toward the enemy with railroad iron 
and made bomb-proof with earth.  The other guns, found in number, are en 

                                                 

37. Ferguson. 
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barbette. No embrasures were prepared either in the upper or lower parapets. A 
strong work against assault, its power to resist siege is weakened by uncovered 
dry stone walls and exposed word-work.  In some measure it throws away the 
advantages of a simple earthen redoubt in an effort to gain security against coup 
de main.38 

 
 The Ferguson diary provides firsthand evidence that Fort Negley was constructed and 

occupied in less than three months, but later entries in his diary indicate that work on the fort 

continued.  On April 23, 1863 Ferguson wrote that he and another man visited Fort Negley and 

noted many improvements to the fort and observed, “They are still working on it.”39 The army’s 

Official Records and financial reports also described modifications to the fort over the course of 

the war. In October 1864, General Z. B. Tower took charge of the Nashville fortifications.  His 

report stated that Morton spent over $91,000 constructing Fort Negley and that Captain 

Burroughs spent over $10,000 from April 1863 to October 1864 to maintain the structure. Tower 

also said that in his opinion, Nashville was not yet a fortified place, explaining that the defenses 

at Nashville had progressed slowly while accruing large expenditures because the great numbers 

of black laborers that worked “at small wages” dwindled as blacks enlisted in the Union army. 

Tower also noted that Fort Negley, while “essentially completed,” required addition of “an 

interior double-cased block-house, with a parapet on top, each star salient to be arranged so that 

the gun may be covered. It is now entirely exposed.” Tower estimated that these additions would 

cost an additional $20,000 but wrote, “Thus modified Fort Negley will be a strong work.”40

 Tower’s proposal for the improvements contains a comment that Morton left nonpayment 

                                                 

38. May 15, 1865, Tower to Thomas. United States. War Dept. and others, Vol. 49, Pt. 2, 775-777. 

39. Ferguson. 

40. United States. War Dept. and others, Vol. 39, pt. 3, 192-198. 
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rolls of over $116,000.41  In 1879, the army compiled the names of the free blacks and slaves and 

the amount paid to them or still owed from the rolls of those who worked on the Nashville 

fortifications.42 The compilation corroborates Tower’s report of nonpayment.  Tower made his 

modifications to Fort Negley, adding casemates to the west ravelin (Figure 10, top) and at the 

west end of the south main work wall.  But the historical record does not show that the army 

made the back payments for the earlier labor on the fortifications, and a May 1865 letter 

published in the Official Records suggests that Fort Negley was not complete at the end of the 

war.43 

 While Tower considered Fort Negley to be an unfinished and expensive defensive 

installation, he did not criticize the concept or design.  In fact, Morton’s complex star design for 

Fort Negley improved on Mahan’s star fort concept.  Mahan’s star fort design provided little 

room in the interior for the number of men required to cover the angles of the salients.44  

Morton’s design for Fort Negley split the star in half and added the curtain of the south main 

works between the bastions, allowing enough room for a garrison to camp in the ravelin ditches 

and move comfortably within the interior of the fort.45  Yet, the Official Records of the Civil War 

remember Morton not for his engineering accomplishments but for unfinished and inadequate 

defenses, high expenditures, and unpaid laborers.   

                                                 

41. Ibid., Vol. 39, pt. 3, 196. 

42. National Archives Microfilm Reels, Fort Negley File, Metropolitan Archives of Nashville and 
Davidson County, Tennessee.  

43. May 15, 1865, Tower to Thomas, United States. War Dept. and others, Vol. 49, pt. 2, 775-777. 

44. Wright, “Civil War Field Fortifications : An Analysis of Theory and Practical Applications”, 57. 

45. The tops of the troops’ tents are visible in the 1864 photograph of the fort (Figure 8). 
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. Does the construction narrative compiled from this research provide a definitive answer 

to the question of what parts of the fort structure visible today at the Fort Negley Historic Park 

date to the Civil War period?  The answer is “no,” but it is a qualified “no.” This research has 

established through a primary source that the bastions on the south side of the fort were 

constructed first.  This construction sequence is logical since these bastions protected the 

railroad, but until now, no direct evidence supported this hypothesis.  This research has also 

established through a primary source that the limestone used to construct the fort was quarried 

from the top of Saint Cloud Hill with the quarry pit forming the building trench for the footers 

(the below-ground masonry courses) of the fortification walls.  This finding is important for 

understanding the archaeology of the site since the footers and trench may still exist as 

archaeological features below the present ground surface.  

Previously found primary source material has provided evidence that the portions of the 

fort walls constructed during the Civil War were extant on the site when the WPA started the 

reconstruction work. A newspaper article from 1935 relates how WPA workers had unearthed 

portions of the original stone walls, but there are no primary sources that describe whether the 

WPA dug out the walls or used them as a base.46 Evidence from a primary source indicates that 

the footers of the Civil War walls extended at least ten feet below the ground surface. Thus, the 

WPA workers likely left some Civil War masonry in place and used this coursework for the base 

of their reconstruction. Archaeological excavations in several locations along the fort walls have 

confirmed that assumption.   The archaeology found Civil War era walls underneath the ground 
                                                 

46. Elder; Dixon Johnson, "Silent-Gunned Fort," Nashville Tennessean Magazine1946; "Workmen Unearth 
Original Fort Negley Walls," Nashville Banner, May 12, 1935.  According to Mr. Bill Creech of the Civil Reference 
Branch of the National Archives (personal communication, May 2009), the National Archives microfilmed the WPA 
records in the 1940s, but did not microfilm blueprints or plans before returning them to the entity, such as the city of 
Nashville, that had requested funds from the WPA for the project.  
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surface directly below the visible stonework, but the extent of this reuse cannot be determined 

archaeologically since excavations at the base of the fragile and crumbling walls are too 

hazardous to undertake.47 Some people believe that the WPA reconstructed the entire fort, and 

photographs of the WPA efforts depicting a large construction operation lend credence to that 

argument. While the above-ground walls may date to the WPA, given the findings of this 

research that the Civil War walls were constructed in the deep quarry pit, much of the footprint 

of Morton’s Fort Negley may still exist below the surface.  

Morton was able to construct the fort in a matter of months by using a large labor force, 

but this research has compiled evidence from a number of sources that improvements to the fort 

did not end once the fort was occupied in late 1862.  The findings of the research provide a 

chronology for improvements to the fort such as when the telegraph line was added, when the 

cisterns were filled, and when the casemates were added.  Understanding the dynamic nature of 

the fort is important for interpretation of archaeological features as well as for public 

interpretation. The primary sources identified in this research provide evidence of previously 

unknown features at the site, such as the well, that are likely to exist in the archaeological record. 

These sources also illustrate why the master plan’s recommendation to conduct archival research 

for the fort is important for archaeological interpretations.48  Ferguson’s diary describes the well 

as being five inches in diameter at its opening.  Had previous archaeological excavations at the 

fort uncovered a round feature five inches in diameter, such a feature would likely have been 

interpreted as a post hole because the 1864 plan of the fort does not show a well. With the 

                                                 

47. Bergstresser, Moore, and Nielsen, 50, Figure 32; DuVall and Associates. 

48. Hickerson-Fowlkes and others, "Fort Negley Master Plan: For Metropolitan Government of Nashville 
and Davidson County, Tennessee," Executive Summary. 
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discovery of the Ferguson diary, future archaeology can consider the possibility that a five-inch 

diameter feature may represent a well.  

 A construction history for all three eras of Fort Negley’s history would provide a 

foundation for assessing the age of visible stonework, interpreting archaeological findings, and 

guiding future reconstruction, repair, or stabilization efforts. Establishing a timeline for Fort 

Negley’s construction, documenting how the fort was built, and identifying features of the fort 

from archival sources is the first step in the larger field of that Law defines as “translational 

research” in public history.49  The term “translational research” comes from the field of public 

health and describes the process of “translating” the results of basic scientific research into the 

real world settings of the clinic and community.50  Public historians also engage in “translating” 

the findings of historical and archaeological research by making these findings relevant to the 

community.  

Today’s Fort Negley is not the defensive military installation of the Civil War. Nowadays 

the only traffic climbing the hill to the fort is the foot traffic of joggers and park visitors. These 

same slopes, once cleared of all vegetation to provide a free fire area and unobstructed vision, are 

overgrown with thick understory and trees that provide habitat for many species of birds and 

animals. Clumps of native grasses stabilize the once-carefully groomed parapets shown in Civil 

War-era photographs. Floating boardwalks designed to protect archaeological deposits guide 

visitors to the graffiti-proof and handicapped-accessible interpretive signs that have replaced the 

                                                 

49. Zada Law, "A Critical Essay on the Origins and Development of the Field of Public History," 
(Murfreesboro, Tenn.: Middle Tennessee State University, 2008). 

50. National Institutes of Health, "NIH Roadmap for Clinical Research: Re-Engineering the Clinical 
Research Enterprise", National Institutes of Health, http://nihroadmap.nih.gov/clinicalresearch/overview-
translational.asp  (accessed September 20, 2008). 
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artillery stations (Figure 10, bottom). Yet the ruins of Fort Negley continue to symbolize the role 

Nashville played in the War Between the States and city’s experience of the Great Depression 

and New Deal. The park-like setting created at the fort site encourages contemplation of current 

American military engagements and economically uncertain times.  Engaging with the physical 

feature of the fortification also teaches about the construction materials, methods, and techniques 

of past eras and builds respect for human accomplishments.  

 The details compiled in this narrative are an initial attempt to understand and 

authenticate the visible stonework that remains at the Fort Negley site.  The cliché ending for a 

research report is that “more research is necessary,” but in Fort Negley’s case the cliché is true. 

This research has mined the local sources for an answer to the age of the fort artifact, but the 

answer remains a mystery.  Sources such as Morton’s papers have yet to found and consulted; 

and so the possibilities of discovery and new insights remain.  Thus, the lesson of the exercise is 

that interpretation of a structure is analogous to the lifecycle of the structure itself: dynamic and 

changing through time.  
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Figure 1. Fort Negley, circa 2003. Courtesy of Nashville’s Metropolitan Historical Commission. 
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Figure 2. Top: WPA workers reconstructing Fort Negley bastions.  69-N-931. National Archives. Bottom: Fort 
Negley in 1940s.  Walter Storer Collection, Tennessee State Library and Archives. 
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 Figure 3. February 2004, west bastion exterior.  Zada Law Archaeological Consulting, Nashville, Tenn. 
 

 
Figure 4. Fort Negley Construction, 1862.  Tennessee State Library and Archives. 
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Figure 5. Fort Negley, October 1862.  Harper's Weekly. 
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Figure 6. Fort Negley sketch from the diary of John H. Ferguson, November 4, 1862. Tennessee State Library and 
Archives. 
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Figure 7. Fort Negley, 1864 plan.  National Archives. 
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Figure 8. Fort Negley stockade, flagpole, and inner defensive works, taken by George N. Barnard, 1864. National 
Archives. 
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Figure 9.  Fort Negley, Nashville, Tennessee.  Photographic carte de visite from photograph by 
T. M. Schleier, circa 1865. The carte de visite artist is unknown. Accessed on www. Ebay.com, 
June 1999.   
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Figure 10. Top: West ravelin and casemate at Fort Negley, taken by George M. Barnard, 1864. National Archives.  
Bottom: View of west ravelin and casemate location, 2007. Zada Law Archaeological Consulting, Nashville, TN.   
 


